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I would like to add my voice to the case against the lockout laws.
I absolutely agree with the mission to reduce violence.
Unfortunately the lockout laws are not a successful way to make this happen.

Since the lockouts the streets are a lot quieter. Rather than feeling safer, I actually feel more
unsafe. There is safety in numbers and walking around Darlinghurst and Surry Hills in the late
hours has become very scary.
I work as a DJ on the gay scene and since the introduction of the lockout laws, patronage has
dropped so opening hours have shortened. DJ set availabilities have reduced and a lot of
performers & bar staff have lost work.
My first ever gig was at ARQ nightclub on a Monday morning starting at 5am. It was a trial set, only
a couple of hundred people in the club, but a great way for the owner to test out new DJs. Since
then I’ve gone on to DJ at Mardi Gras and all around the world  and it all started with a little trial set
at 5am on a Monday morning. There’s no room for trial sets for new DJs anymore. Clubs are only
able to open for reduced hours and they put their best and most experienced DJs in to try and hold
the crowd. How are we going to be able to discover and nurture new talent in this situation?
On one recent Saturday I was at a new club night put on by two of our great local DJs who both play
internationally and have a great following. I arrived at 12:30am and the place was packed and
pumping, but by 1:15am it had cleared out because everyone wanted to get into Arq before the
lockout. The lockout laws mean small clubs and bars, or underground and experimental nights are
struggling to be financially (and creatively) viable.
The ability to experiment with music and performance is dying in Sydney.
The ability to choose two, three or four venues to go over the course of a night has already died in
Sydney.
When you’re reviewing the lockout laws I urge you to consult with the nightlife industry you’re
destroying. Please! Surely working together to find a solution will be more successful that simply
locking people outside.

Kind regards,
Dan Murphy.

